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Two More Not Too Many
Ihristmas Day, 1994. Steve
'79 and Janice Thompson
gather with Daniel, age 12,
Carrie, 9, and their two
youngest children,
21-month-old twins. The
little boys don't understand much of what
is said to them. Perhaps they hear their
names and recognize that part of the joy of
this Christmas season is because of them.
But the language, the setting, the people
are all still new. Only a few days before,
Steve and Janice had stepped onto a plane
in Russia, carrying their new twin boys,
Stephen Nikita and Robert Ilya. Adopted
out of an orphanage in Petrozavodsk, the
boys begin to learn, this Christmas in
Xenia, Ohio, what a family is.
"I like playing with them," says Carrie,
"But you don't get to do anything by
yourself anymore." Indeed, the two-year-
olds' pace matches their dad's rapid-fire
pronunciation when he practices his
profession as an auctioneer. Steve says,
"Everything takes twice as long with
twins. But as the Bible says, 'Happy is the
man who has his quiver full' of children."
(Psalm 127:5)
Janice gets a lot of help from Daniel,
who shares his room with the boys, and
Carrie, who is home-schooled. Bobby and
Stephen are small for their age and had
some minor health problems due to lack of
enough milk and nutritional foods in the
orphanage. "They're doing well with a
good diet and lots of exercise," Janice
shares. "They've each gained five to six
pounds in the last few months." The boys
have also changed the Thompson
household. According to Janice, the
biggest difference is the noise level. "If
they're quiet, it's bad news—they're
getting into something."
Steve explains, "When we realized we
were not able to have more children
biologically, we began to look into
adoption. We were specifically looking
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and praying for a sibling group. We would
have been happy to adopt two or three
children." Janice says the adoption
process is a long road, but the Lord
opened doors every step of the way. While
the Thompsons were waiting for final
approval to adopt the two boys, President
Boris Yeltsin vetoed a law in Russia that
would have prohibited foreign adoptions.
Soon after the Thompsons returned,





Adoption (AIAA) to adopt
the boys, a process which
culminated in a ten-day trip
to Russia in December.
Steve and Janice have
submitted reports to AIAA
and Russian officials to
demonstrate the twins'
health and happiness. Local
follow-up is being handled
by Lutheran Social Services
of Dayton.
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The Thompsons stay in contact with the
Russian translator who hosted them and
plan to eventually take the boys back to
visit Russia. Steve advises Christian
families who are seeking to adopt not to
get discouraged. "It's difficult, but
adoption is an achievable goal, and it's
very rewarding." The entire process took
the Thompsons only about 10 months.







he Cedarville College Family is represented in more than
45 countries around the world, from Argentina to Norway
and from Egypt to Japan. While many of our 200 alumni i
foreign countries are missionaries, many other professions
are represented as well. Rod Latham '91 is a timber
wholesaler in Australia; Elizabeth Foster '93 is a second
lieutenant in the U.S. Army Nurse Corps in Germany; Frank Jenista '68 is
a U.S. government official in the Philippines; and Leila Perry Madeiros
'83 is an accountant in Bermuda. The largest concentrations of alumni are
found in Canada (47), Brazil (25), and the Philippines (11).
Dr. Paul Dixon with Rev. William Carter '54, Joan Carter





arvin '65 and Joan Carter Stephens '65
hold a long heritage at Cedarville
College. Joan's father, Rev. William
Carter, graduated in 1954, the first year
of Baptist Bible Institute's operation in
Cedarville. Joan and Marvin met at
Cedarville and married. Their only daughter, Jennifer
Stephens Winsor, is a 1992 graduate of Cedarville College.
Alumni records indicate that Cedarville currently serves 160
students with a parent who attended or is a graduate. Two
current students have grandparents who graduated from
Cedarville.






 uring chapel on May 10, Karen Hamilton
Cale '69 shared with the college family
how God has been the source of her
strength and peace during the difficult
days following the fatal crash of USAir
Flight 427. Karen explained that her
husband, Ron Cale, was returning home to Pittsburgh from
a Chicago business trip. That evening she caught snatches
of talk on the radio about the terrible crash of a USAir
flight. Although Karen was uncertain of Ron's flight
arrangements, as the evening progressed, she became
increasingly concerned. By 1:30 a.m., USAir confirmed
her fears.
Karen's testimony of God's strength and grace in her
time of need affirmed the truth of God's promises. Not
only did God provide for Karen's needs, but He also sent a
special USAir representative to help the family through this
difficult time. It was an exciting moment when Karen and
her family discovered that the USAir representative was
Dan Dunn '78, also a member of the Cedarville College '
family.
Dr. Dixon ended the chapel service with this scripture,
"God knows the way I take. And when He hath tried me, I
shall come forth as gold" (Job 23:10). The Cedarville




he College honored retiring Vice President for
Christian Ministries Dr. Harold Green (PG) and
his wife, Margaret, during a special chapel
service May 9.
The Greens were showered with matching
green blazers, two rocking chairs, and accolades
from Dr. James T. Jeremiah, daughter Janet Tate '75, MIS
secretary Cheryl Miller '83, and student government president
Bowe Hoy. Alumni sent over 200 letters of gratitude and
remembrance for the occasion. Also present were the Greens'
other children, Kathy Boettger '78, Dan '80, and Larry '82.
PG came to the College in 1970 to become the first campus
pastor, and Margaret served as his secretary. "Working as a
team, they have developed the Department of Christian
Ministries from its early stages to one where almost every
Cedarville College student now participates in some kind of
ministry activity locally or overseas," says Dr. Clifford Johnson,
assistant to the president. "An excellent groundwork has been
laid for those who will lead this important aspect of the
Cedarville experience in the days to come."
Early in his tenure, PG and retiring Men's Basketball Head Coach Dr. Don Callan developed the
Missionary Internship Service (MIS) program. PG also has overseen the students' involvement in
community ministries; local church ministries; touring music, puppet, and drama teams; and the student
fellowship.
Harold and Margaret will continue serving the College in the area of church relations, a ministry of
encouraging pastors and their families in churches across the country.
Harold and Margaret Green








with Cedarville College over the
last 15 years. Although they
reside in Winona, Minnesota,
they encouraged each of their
five sons to attend Cedarville
College—and each one did!
Tim graduated in 1985 with a
degree in accounting and now
lives in the Chicago area with
his wife, Denice Stuebe
Reiter '85 and son, Alex. Jim
graduated in 1986 and serves
Naperville Bible Church in the
Chicago area as associate
pastor. Jim and Marsha Reiter
have three sons. Tom Reiter graduated in 1988 and married Lori Anne Miesse '89. This Reiter couple
has two children, Andrew and Katie, and reside in Hilliard, Ohio. Jeff Reiter graduated in 1990 and is
engaged to be married to Amy Gaskins. To complete this generation of Reiters, Steve graduated with
the class of 1995 with a degree in electrical engineering.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Reiter were recognized by their sons, family members, and Cedarville College
during the Parents Night Program on June 2, 1995. Congratulations and best wishes from the Cedarville
College Alumni Association!
The Reiter Family
From The Director's Chair
ne seldom has the opportunity to
graduate from Cedarville College twice.
But this year, it feels like I am
graduating all over again. In 1990, I
was asked to be a class advisor. You
remember advisors—every class has
one. But because it was my first year in alumni relations,
I declined with the comment, "Ask me again next year."
So when the 645 members of the class of 1995 arrived
on campus in the fall of 1991, I was "initiated" into the
role of class advisor. Actually, what had been initiated
were blessings too many to name! Becoming both friend
and counselor to so many young people, planning events
and fund-raisers, watching friendships become
marriages, talking with the class about the Cedarville College Alumni Association, and building
floats have permeated the past four years...what a great way to spend my spare time!
In the beginning of this tenure, I often thought how fun and exciting it was going to be to watch the
many changes that take place in the life of a college student. Actually, they have been witness to so
many changes in my own life—newly married, moving and owning our first home, my father's death,
and the birth of our son, Nicholas. What a blessing and a joy these young men and women have been!
And it will be fun to share stories about them with Nicholas some day. Like how Shelley Fox
"caught" the well-known bachelor, Jeff Beste '86, and how by our senior year we were finally able to
distinguish between the two Stephanie Shermans in our class! Or the Sunday when Jonathan Misirian
gave testimony to God's direction for his future, and he dedicated his life to full-time work in youth
ministry. We all remember the first class chapel our junior year when Chad Cornwell and Chad
Vitarelli performed a mime act to the song "Touch of the Master's Hand." There was also the night
we shared our Smith family Sunday tradition of waffles, pancakes, and bacon with the class float
builders. Connie Francis and I had so many appliances on that the electricity went off along with the
smoke detector! The class helped Ben and me pick out names for our first child—Class of 1995
Smith and Cedarville Smith were two popular ones—and they watched as I grew and grew and grew!
The day Nicholas was born, class members came to the hospital to welcome him to the world, and the
class of 1995 officially named him an honorary member.
It has been four years full of great memories and God's blessings. Ben and I are praying that each
new alumnus will continue to know God's blessing and cling to His Word.
"Let us (class of 1995) draw near to God with a sincere heart in full assurance of faith, having our
bodies washed in pure water. Let us hold unswervingly to the hope we profess, for He who promised
is faithful" (Hebrews 10:22).
With Love and Prayers,








Director of Public Relations
The Director of Public Relations provides creative
leadership in representing the College to its various
publics. Areas of accountability include
publications, advertising, media relations, and
graphics and photographic services. The public
relations staff includes five professionals plus
student associates.
The successful candidate should have an
appropriate degree, an understanding of marketing,
and substantive professional experience in the areas
of accountability. S/he will be able to understand
and relate effectively to the College's internal and
external publics.
Director of Planned Giving
The Director of Planned Giving represents the
College before appropriate publics to secure planned
and deferred gifts to benefit the College and its
various operations. Areas of accountability include
administering the College's planned giving portfolio,
assuring timely fulfillment of the College's
commitments, and maintaining positive relationships
with current and prospective donor clients.
The successful candidate should have an
appropriate degree and give evidence of undisputed
integrity in personal and financial affairs.
Development officers must enthusiastically support
the College's mission, doctrinal position, lifestyle
preferences, and advancement.
Review of applications will begin immediately and
will continue until the positions are filled. Mail
applications, nominations, and inquiries to:
Dr. Martin E. Clark





omecoming 1995, scheduled for October 20 and 21,
will host the second annual alumni auction to
benefit the Alumni Scholarship Fund. Last year, the
auction brought in over $20,000 to be added to the
principal of the endowed fund. Through the efforts
of generous alumni donations, a hard-working
committee, and an active bidding floor, our first auction was a huge
success!
Many items have already been contributed by alumni for the 1995 Alumni Auction.
Take your pick from professional portraits, a Victorian dinner for two, scuba diving
lessons in the Caribbean, a week at Sandy Cove Conference Center in Maryland, or a
personally-guided tour of Moscow in Russia. If you are interested in joining this
tremendous cause, contact Sandy Millikin Entner '59, chair of the auction committee, at
513-766-7855, or Jane Adams Smith '84 at 1-800-837-2566. Your contribution makes
this event a success for our current students and for the Alumni Scholarship Fund!
The Alumni Council!






the provision of Christian fellowship, information,
education, and service opportunities to the glory of
God."
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(Front row, left to right)
Daniel Hicks '78
De Maurice Smith '85
Angela Cooke '84
Jane Adams Smith '84
(Back row, left to right)
Robert Foreman '77
Stefanie Pratt Wimmer '85
Rod Lane '64
Sandra Holwerda Schlappi '75
(Not pictured:
Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87)
Inspire
Inspire is a quarterly publication of the
Cedarville College Alumni Association.
Editor












Sandy Millikin Entner '59
Jan Spradlin Greenwood '73
Sandra Welch Hamer '64
Mark Kakkuri '93
Doug Miller '85























I would like to thank each alumnus who has
contributed to the Alumni Scholarship Fund.
Receiving this award is a great
encouragement to me in my academic career.
Sincerely,
Marcus Varotti
Marcus is a junior finance/accounting double
major from Sao Paulo, Brazil. A member of
the tennis team and the Student Academic
Advisory Board, he also has served as
president and vice president of finance for
KEA, the student business club. Marcus has
taught junior church and tutored college and




I greatly appreciate the honor of being
selected for this award and the generosity of
the alumni who have made it possible. May
God keep me focused on Colossians 3:23,
"Whatsoever you do, work at it with all your
heart, as working for the Lord, not for men."
God bless you,
Cherish Clark
A mechanical engineering junior from
Cedarville, Ohio, Cherish has been a leader in
several campus engineering organizations and
extracurricular projects. She was recently
tapped for Tau Beta Alpha engineering honor
society. Cherish has ministered at Yellow
Springs Riding Center and with AWANA,
Open Heirs, and an MIS TESL team to
Hungary. Her mother, Bonni-Jean, is a 1984
Cedarville graduate.
May God bless you for your commitment to
inspire and help dedicated Cedarville
students prepare for a lifetime of serving
Jesus Christ. I thank you sincerely.
To know Christ and to make Him known,
Mitch Leman
Mitch is a senior Bible comprehensive major
with a missions emphasis. He is chaplain for
Commuter Crossroads, an organization he
helped start for students who live off-campus,
and leads a Bible study for commuters. Mitch
works with AWANA and has a music
ministry at Clearcreek Chapel in Springboro,




lam truly honored and am thankful that this
award can be used to continue my education
at Cedarville College. May God bless you for
your part in the ministry here.
Jennifer Tew
A comprehensive health and physical
education major, Jennifer is a student assistant
coach for Cedarville's women's basketball
team and was a member of an MIS women's
basketball ministry in Portugal. She also has
been a member of the Student Academic
Advisory Board. Jennifer worked with
AWANA and served with a Habitat for
Humanity team in Louisiana. She is a junior
from Marion, Pennsylvania.
Thank you very much for this honor and the
financial assistance. I am grateful to the
Alumni Association and all those who have
given back to Cedarville in the interest of
furthering Christian higher education.
Benjamin R. Failor
A senior broadcast major from Nevada, Ohio,
Ben has been the color commentator for the
Cedarville men's basketball games aired live
on CDR Radio Network. He also has
announced the varsity baseball games. Ben
has been operations director for WSRN, the
student radio station; a part-time operator for
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I thank God for the many opportunities He has
given me to serve Christ and grow in Him
during my time here at Cedarville. May He




Beverly, a sophomore English education
major, is a member of the Honors Program. A
staff writer for Cedars, she also tutors.
Beverly is involved with Students for Social
Justice and has had a ministry at the Dayton
Detention Home. She enjoys intramural
softball and volleyball and hails from
Delavan, Wisconsin.
I want to express my thanks to the Alumni
Association for presenting me with such an
honor. God has been so gracious to me
throughout my years at Cedarville College.
In Christ,
Colleen E. Chapin
Colleen, a junior elementary education major
from Flat Rock, Michigan, has served with
Open Heirs, Summer Master's Puppets, and an
MIS Australia music team. Colleen also
worked with Getting Started, Li'l Sibs, and the
Campus Activity Board. She has been a
puppet team trainer and a teacher assistant in
the Department of Science and Mathematics.
Music
I would like to extend my expression of gratitude
to all those who made this award possible, for
those who donated money and time to the Alumni
Association. It has not gone unnoticed.
In Christ,
Stephen 0. Estep
A sophomore piano perfomance major from
Beavercreek, Ohio, Stephen is a versatile
musician in church ministries with the String
Orchestra and as music director for a Patch the
Pirate Club. On campus, he has played for
recitalists and for the MENC Praise Chapel and
also plays percussion in the Symphonic Band.
Stephen also has had a ministry at the Greene
County Jail.
Thank you for this honor. Christ is truly my




Kristine, a junior nursing major from Epsom,
New Hampshire, is preparing to serve with an
MIS nursing team in Alaska this summer. She
also has been involved with AWANA, Open
Heirs, Student Academic Advisory Board, and
Bible study groups. She enjoys intramural
soccer and was on the make-up crew for a
drama production.
It was a wonderful surprise to open my mail
and discover I had received this generous
award from the Alumni Association. Thank




A freshman from Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, Lisa
Weirich is majoring in applied psychology
with a gerontology major. She provides care
for elderly shut-ins and is a member of the
varsity volleyball team.
Thanks so much for this very generous award. I praise God
for your willingness to invest in the lives of students here at




Jim, a junior preseminary major from Cedarville, Ohio,
works with AWANA and is preparing for an MIS trip to
Italy this summer. He enjoys intramural racquetball and
golf. His father, Richard Blumenstock '63, is assistant
professor of Bible at Cedarville.
It is a privilege to attend a college at which
the alumni desire to have such an impact in
building the lives of those who follow. I began
my Cedarville experience with no idea how it
would be financed. God has proved Himself
time and time again. Thank you for allowing
Him to work through you.
Nathan Piovesan
Nathan comes to Cedarville from
Wuzarumpia, Papua New Guinea. A senior
biology major with a premed emphasis, he has
a hospital ministry at Greene Memorial
Hospital in Xenia, where he resides with wife
Dorothy and 8-month-old Joshua. Nathan also
is involved with Open Heirs, the Student
Academic Advisory Board, Commuter
Crossroads, and amateur radio.
John W. Bickett
Scholarship
This award is an answer to prayer and a strong reminder that our
Father truly does meet all of our needs. Thank you.
Resting in His arms,
Jennifer Yaggi
Jennifer's ministries include MIS to Venezuela, Spring Break Team
to Inner City Impact, Open Heirs, College Partners, and Swords
Extension. She is a resident assistant, a campus tour guide, member
of the Spanish Club, Language Lab assistant, and Spanish tutor. She
also helped with Getting Started. Calling Alliance, Ohio home,
Jennifer is a junior comprehensive Bible major with a missions
emphasis.
lam deeply grateful to the Alumni Association
for this year's scholarship in the Department of
Social Sciences and History. Because secular
humanism dominates so much of this field in
America, I am very thankful to study in a
conservative Christian environment. God bless
you for your generosity.
Lowell Herschberger
Lowell is a sophomore social work major from
Sioux Lookout, Ontario. He has ministered in the
Greene County Juvenile Detention Center, is an
officer and SGA representative for Epsilon




It is truly humbling to see how God chooses to bless and
provide for me. I thank you so much for your generosity and
dedication to seeing students like me further their
educational and spiritual growth at Cedarville College.
Charles Dean II
Charles, who hails from Glasford, Illinois, has chosen a
comprehensive Bible major with a general studies emphasis.
He has been a member of Lifeline Drama Players, Advisory
Seven, Forensics team, and Delta Omega Epsilon men's
service organization. He also is a resident assistant.
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As the Cedarville College family grows and spreads
across the globe, more and more alumni connections
are being made through electronic mail. During winter
quarter 1995, senior Sandy Costello did her student
teaching at Black Forest Academy in Germany.
Through e-mail, she connected with Gary '85 and
Jennifer Matthews Anderson '86 for an impromptu
alumni gathering in Switzerland! Jennifer, Sandy, Gary,
and two of the Andersons' friends spent the day downhill
skiing. To contact the Alumni Office through electronic
mail for friends' addresses or to give an update for
Inspire, write to "alumni@cedarnet.cedarville.edu".
These cousins proudly displayed their new Cedarville
College T-shirts when this photo was taken in the late
1970's. Since then, three of the four followed the path to
Cedarville College. John Lightly (left), son of Doug '67
and Jane Hess Lightly '69, is a junior. Debra Davidson
(middle), daughter of Donald '65N and Dorothy Lightly
Davidson '65N, is a junior accounting major. Lisa Lightly
'94 (right), Doug's sister, earned her bachelor's degree
in business communications technology and is currently
working for an HMO in Peoria, Illinois. Cousin Dennis,
Debra's brother, is also pictured. Thanks to our many




ave Sallee '85 has always liked
children, but he could never have
predicted how he eventually came to
have a family of his own. Dave simply
says, "God had a plan for me."
At age 28, Dave was teaching
physical education at Shepherds
Baptist Ministries, a Christian home and school for
mentally disabled adults in Union Grove, Wisconsin.
He had applied to Shepherds after taking some
education classes at Cedarville from Ellen Glanville, a
Shepherds staff member and adjunct faculty member at
the College. Dave enjoyed working with the residents at
Shepherds and often volunteered for extra duty in the
living units. "At Shepherds, I learned how much faith
people can have," Dave recalls. "When the residents
prayed, they expected answers to prayer. I didn't
always pray that way. And God met the needs of every
resident through people's gifts, because Shepherds
doesn't take any money from the government for their
operations. God also met my needs in incredible ways."
Little did Dave know that he was about to be used to
meet the needs of some other special people. At Union
Grove Baptist Church, Dave had met some families
with whom he was familiar from his Cedarville days.
One couple, the Holloways, (parents of Van '88,
Camille '95, and Thile '95), befriended Dave, having
him over to their house almost weekly. "They were like
family to me," he says. In the summer of 1991,






oscoe '82 and Rhonda Crist Smith '83
began married life in no hurry to begin
a family. They shared a sense that they
could begin building their family with
children whenever they wished. So
Rhonda taught kindergarten and
Roscoe continued at Cedarville as guest coordinator in
the Admissions Office after they were married in July
1983. In 1986, Roscoe entered a master's program at
Wright State University and Rhonda became a second
grade teacher when the Smiths moved to Fairborn.
With just the two of them, life moved ahead with few
surprises.
After completing his master of business
administration degree, Roscoe returned to the
Cedarville College Admissions Office in the fall of
1987. But on Memorial Day 1988, he was given grim
news. The diagnosis was acute lymphocytic leukemia.
Doctors explained all the possibilities—death, weight
loss, hair loss, loss of hearing and sight, and sterility in
90 percent of patients. Through three years and seven
months of chemotherapy, God quietly spoke to Rhonda
and Roscoe, "Children are a gift, not to be conceived
when you want. I give you children." After aggressive
chemotherapy treatments, doctors reaffirmed the
chance for children was slim. The possibility of birth
defects, waiting many years for conception, and most
likely having no children was the best outlook doctors
could give. But God had other plans.
During Labor Day weekend 1992, seven months after




















didn't catch on at first," Dave admits.
Dave knew Nancy's story, but didn't know her well.
In April 1989, Nancy's husband was walking their dog
when he was hit and killed by a car. In October that
year, she gave birth to twin boys. Both Jacob and Tyler
were given the middle name John, after their deceased
father.
Over several months, Dave and Nancy stopped having
popcorn after church with the Holloways and their twin
daughters, and started spending more time with
Nancy's twin sons. They married in February 1992.
"I'm super glad that I waited for Nancy. She's perfect
for me in every way. God had her picked out for me,"
Dave says.
Nancy was glad, too, to find a new husband who
loved not only her, but her boys also. In May 1992,
Dave resigned his job to go back to school full-time.
But first, he took the entire summer just to spend time
with his new family—including the now two-year-old
twins.
Dave's third knee surgery had convinced him it was
time to pursue something other than physical education,
so he attended Alverno College for two years to
complete his coursework for an elementary education
certificate. Since graduating in 1994, he has been a
substitute teacher, and he hopes to have a full-time
position in the fall. The Sallees' third child, Dana
Marie, is now 10 months old. Dave remembers, "At
Shepherds, I sometimes did personal care—brushing
residents' teeth, changing diapers. Having my own
family was easier. But now that I know what a little
baby is like, I see what Nancy went through as a
widowed mom with twin boys."
Dave and Nancy have learned that whatever they go
through, they can go through it together, and they know
that God has a plan for their family.
Family Adventure
IJ. 
_ n 1992, Jeff Warix '80 held the job of his
dreams. In hig.ninth year at IBM
Corporation in St. Louis, Missouri, he and
'0 his wife, Debbie (Mullet '79N), had just
realized another lifelong ambition—owning
- ---77 acres of beautiful, rolling fields and
woods in the country where they could rear their
children. Yet Jeff shares, "As we considered building a
new home on the property, we sensed a lack of peace.
God intervened and made it quite clear to each of us
that while these were good goals, they were not His
best for us." God
burdened Jeff and
Debbie to serve Him in
Brazil, South America
as church planters,
teachers in a Bible
institute for nationals,




deputation is a real-life
adventure as all seven
children travel and
participate in sharing
their ministry in the
churches. Justin (13),
Jerad (10), James (8),
and Joseph (6) share
their musical talents on
the violin as they
perform together during church offertories. Katie (4),
Abby (2), and even six-month-old Jacob join the rest
of the family to sing "Here Am I, Lord, Send Me" and
"A Servant's Heart." Jeff demonstrates an Amazon
blow-gun while thirteen-year-old Justin holds the
target...but every once in a while, Jeff misses! "We
have actually enjoyed the life of deputation, and we
recognize God's grace is the reason," Jeff states. Jeff
and Debbie believe that God calls the family, not just
the parents, to the task of missions. Their goal is to
involve the family in each meeting, whether it be
camp, missions conferences, or weekly services. "We
have seen our kids actually look forward to many of
these new experiences. Though in the beginning they
were somewhat fearful, God miraculously prepared
their hearts to do this," Debbie shares.
When they are not traveling in the large motor home
which God provided, the four older boys enjoy
hunting, fishing, and golfing with their dad. Katie (4)
and Abby (2) enjoy helping mommy at home. Six-
month-old Jacob
















the Warixes hope to
leave for the field in
mid-1996, but are
waiting on the
Lord's direction. In April 1995, they reached 50% of
their needed monthly support. As Jeff reflects on the
experience of deputation and God's miraculous
provision, he shares, "I feel a renewed vigor to enjoy
and appreciate the time the Lord has given us together,
even on a busy and sometimes demanding deputation
schedule. God has given us a wonderful family and an
opportunity to serve Him. He truly blessed us above
and beyond what we could ask or think."
Rhonda found out that she was pregnant! Great joy
mixed with anxiety about the health of their unborn
child, but testing indicated that the baby and pregnancy
were low risk. On April 27, 1993, Kalie Rose came into
the world, ten years after Roscoe and Rhonda married.
"The birth experience is something I will never forget
or grow tired of talking about," Roscoe shares. "What
an exciting miracle from God!" Roscoe believes
battling cancer made him better prepared to be a father.
"Facing death taught me what love was all about. God
showed me love every day through Rhonda. She loved
me when I had lost 40 pounds, had no hair, and lived in
the hospital for seven months."
The Smiths' second blessing, Jaden Blake, was born
March 25, 1995. During a family car ride, Kalie gave
her input on increasing the family. She thought a little
brother would be just great! While testing for possible
birth defects during the crucial third month of Jaden's
development, Roscoe and Rhonda found out this child
would be a son.
"When you face your mortality and life and death
hang in the balance, you see so clearly what is
important, and you get rid of what is unimportant.
Rhonda and my children are the most important people
God has entrusted to my care," reflects Roscoe.
Although in remission for several years, Roscoe is
uncertain how many years he will have to spend with
his family. "I enjoy every moment I have with them,"
Roscoe says.
During a recent testimony at his church, Faircreek
Church in Fairborn, Roscoe shared, "I am certain that
God brought me face to face with death so that He
could bring me face to face with the miracle of
life...and facing life was sweeter because of it."
The committee for the second annual Alumni Auction which
benefits the Alumni Scholarship Fund is looking for a few good
donations! Last year over 100 alumni and friends of Cedarville
College gave works of art (paintings, prints, sculptures,
calligraphy, etc.) quilts, needlework, pottery, antiques, and
Cedarville College memorabilia to be auctioned during
Homecoming. This effort raised over $20,000 for the Alumni
Scholarship Fund! If you are interested in contributing an item
to be auctioned or need more information, please contact Jane
Adams Smith '84 in the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566 or
Sandy Millikin Entner '59, the auction chair, at 513-766-7855.
GLAD, the Christian music group well-known for
their acapella sound and style, performed for a
sold-out audience in the James T. Jeremiah Chapel
during Parents Weekend. The five artists sang
sacred hymns, a Christmas number, and music
from their newer albums.
Heritage Corner
Heritage Alumni Gather On Cedar Day
T
he Heritage Alumni of Cedarville College remember May Day
well. Jessamine Trumbo Wilson '33 still has the diagram of the
May Pole dance to prove it! Thirty-two Heritage Alumni
gathered on the campus of Cedarville College to commemorate
the event over lunch and the matinee performance of William
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing. Two John W. Bickett
Scholarship recipients joined the luncheon in the President's Dining Room
and enjoyed sharing their plans for the future, which include seminary and
full-time Christian service as missionaries.
Jennifer Yaggi, the first female recipient of the John W. Bickett
Scholarship Award, and Jim Blumenstock gave testimonies along with their
thanks to the many Heritage Alumni who support the fund. Each student





also one of the
first groups to
view a video for
the new Ministry
Center, which highlights the building and the variety of functions it will
serve, including chapel five days a week, just like in the early 1900s.
111111111111111n....
Creswell Clan Continues At Cedarville
T
he first Creswell began as a freshman
at Cedarville College in 1907. Almost
90 years later, the Creswell family
continues to be a part of Cedarville
College history. Frank Creswell
graduated in 1910 and went on to
become a trustee of the college in the 1930s.
Howard ' lON and Mary Ellen Lownes Creswell '13
gave birth to eight daughters, five of whom
followed their parents into higher education at
Cedarville. The oldest, Mary Helen Creswell
Grube '37N, was a member of the Young Women's
Christian Association during her college days.
According to the 1938 Cedrus, Rachel Creswell
Funderburg '38 was "nationally known" for her
smiling countenance. Junia Creswell Laughman '41
sang for the "Melody Maids," a women's quartet.
Following their sisters' example, Rebecca Creswell
Straley '54N and Dorothy Creswell Butts '55N sang














today. Jim Creswell, currently a sophomore at
Cedarville, is the grandson of Nelson and Gertrude
Hammon Creswell '32, cousin to the Creswell
sisters. Amy Evilsizor, also a sophomore, enjoys
being close to her grandparents, Wilmer and Rachel
Creswell Funderburg '38, who live in nearby New
Carlisle, Ohio.
Sisters Junia '41, Mary Helen '37N, and




Mark your calendars now for these upcoming
activities, and watch your mail for further
details!
Monday, July 10
Heritage Alumnae Educators Luncheon
Alford Annex, 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday, August 8
Day Trip to Utica, Ohio and the Velvet Ice
Cream Company
Leave the Chapel parking lot at 9:00 a.m.
Friday, October 20
Heritage Alumni Reunion Luncheon
President's Dining Room, 11:00 a.m.
For more information on these exciting
events, please contact the Alumni Office at
1-800-837-2566 or 513-766-7858.
Rohm Takes Helm Of Christian Ministries
think of myself as a cheerleader. I
ii want to help instill in students their value of the local church; of
Christian ministries, whether
vocational or voluntary; and of the
Christian life—knowing God and
dealing in areas of the spiritual
disciplines," Bob Rohm '68 shares.
The former director of planned giving at Cedarville
College assumed the responsibilities of Vice President
for Christian Ministries on June 1.
"Christian Ministries at Cedarville has grown to the
place that it will demand focusing my efforts in
administrative oversight while being available to the
students to serve them," Rohm continues. "I have great
appreciation and respect for Dr. Green and look
forward to building on the Christian service and
missionary experiences he has developed."
After graduating from Cedarville with a degree in
business administration, Rohm pursued a career in
business in Dallas, Texas for several years. He earned a
master of religious education degree at Grand Rapids
Baptist Seminary and then served with Bethel Baptist
Church in Fruitport, Michigan for 12 years. As
associate pastor, his ministry included working with
college-age young people.
Rohm returned to Cedarville to join the development
division in 1986. His involvement with ministry
included leading a Missionary Internship Service (MIS)
team to Australia and teaching in the Pastors Bible
Institute in Togo, West Africa. He also led a Bible
study for Cedarville College graduates teaching in
China while he was in Beijing to renegotiate contracts
for the teachers. He has chaired several college
committees including the Chapel Task Team.
"As a college administrator," Bob says, "I'm eager to
represent Christian Ministries in the decision-making
process of the College."
A member of Grace Baptist Church in Cedarville,
Rohm chaired both the board of deacons and the
pastoral search committee. He has taught various
Sunday School classes and provides pulpit supply for
other churches.
He and his wife, Lynn Amstutz '68, are the parents of
Mrs. Jackie Wetzel '92 of Tipp City, Ohio, and Jeff, a
1995 graduate.
College Taps Reep us Head Basketball Coach
eff Reep '78 returns to Cedarville College to
take over the head coaching position for the
Yellow Jacket men's basketball program. "A lot
of times, as a new coach, you
come into a program when it's
down, but to come in when
it's going very well is really
exciting," says Reep. "I feel
like I've been close to the program right
along, having played and coached for Dr.
Callan and staying in close contact." When
Dr. Don Callan announced his retirement
from coaching in April following a
legendary 35-year career, the first thing he
did as athletic director was announce Reep
as his personal choice to take his position.
"It's a great opportunity," Reep says, "and
it's important to keep the program on the
same track that it's been going." He will
assume his new position by July 1.
Reep has been a collegiate coach for the
past 17 years. Since 1984, he has been an assistant at New
Mexico State University and most recently held the title of
associate head coach. Prior to his tenure at New Mexico State,
Reep spent the 1983-84 season as an assistant at Stetson
University in Florida. He was a graduate assistant at Delta
State in Mississippi 1979-81 and served as an assistant coach
at the school 1981-83. He was the junior varsity coach at
Cedarville College for the 1978-79
season.
Reep played four years at Cedarville
from 1974 through 1978, and his
1,279 career points presently rank
him 17th on the Yellow Jackets'
all-time scoring list. He was a
two-year captain, two-time
Cedarville MVP, and was
twice named to the All-Mid-
Ohio Conference and All-
NAIA District 22 teams. Reep
also had a ministry at the Dayton
Detention Home.
Concerning the move from New Mexico
State to Cedarville, Reep states, "Cedarville is
my alma mater. I'm excited about running my
own program, and I look forward to being here
for a long time."
Reep will also serve as an instructor in the Department of
Health and Physical Education. He and his wife, Criss




In addition to presenting 12 academic scholarship awards and three
John W. Bickett Scholarships, the Cedarville College Alumni Association
assists students through three other scholarship funds. The Good News
Scholarship Fund awards $500 annually to a student committed to
future schooling and a vocation as pastor. The MK Loan and Grant Fund
SHIP assists upperclassmen whose parents serve with a missionary agency.Scholarships given from this fund during 1994, 1995, and 1996 will total
approximately $9,500. The Second Generation Scholarship Fund (SGS)
is awarded to current students who have at least one parent who is a
graduate of Cedarville College. Approximately $2000 in scholarships will
be given from the SGS fund during 1994, 1995, and 1996.
Hundreds of visitors came to campus
for Parents Weekend May 5-6.
Activities included the Honors Day
Chapel; the popular POPS concert;
the spring drama production, "Much
Ado About Nothing"; the NCCAA
Track and Field Championships; a
father-daughter breakfast; a parent-
student golf scramble; a presentation
by dramatist Max McLean; and the
acapella sounds of GLAD.
Mavis Wu gets a hug from
Jane Adams Smith '84,
director of alumni relations
and senior class advisor.
Diploma in hand,
El Seabra expresses





During his commencement address, Dr. Dixon challenged the
graduates to "Take 'quit' out of your vocabulary. Never quit on God,
on your spouse, on your kids, on your friends, or on yourself."
Whittaker sisters Kristina Snavely '85,
Judy Cornfield '86, and Jenny Madden '89
return to Cedarville to congratulate their
youngest sister, Keila, upon her
graduation. Keila earned a degree in
elementary education.
During commencement,
April Seely thanks God
for her Cedarville
education and commits
her future to Him.
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Senior class president Troy
Hamilton presented the Senior
Class Gift to President Dixon.
The class raised over $8,000 to
purchase a solid brass replica
of the Cedarville College seal
which will attach to a granite
wall and span five feet in
diameter. Placed in the lobby of
the new Ministry Center, which
is under construction, this seal
will be a beautiful welcome to
students, parents, alumni, and
campus visitors.
Seven smiling new members
of the Cedarville College
Alumni Association.
President Dixon with Dr. William
Rudd and his family. Dr. Rudd,
a trustee of the College,
received an honorary doctorate
conferred by Cedarville College
during commencement.
In the annual Honors Day program May 5, 1995, 60 academic
scholarships were awarded to 56 recipients. Three graduating
seniors received the Christian Ministries Awards—Kimberly
Koziol, Troy Hamilton, and Michael Pasquale. The Ruby
Jeremiah Scholarships, which recognize married women
completing their education and active in Christian service, were
awarded to Sarah Siegelin Kline '95 and Laura Marks Smith'
96. The Student Government Association presented the first
SGA award to sophomore Sam Olsen as an outstanding
student senator. This award is based on academics, service to
the student body, and impact on the organization.
Cedarville College hosted 18 schools at the National
Christian College Athletic Association (NCCAA) Track &
Field Championship on May 5-6, 1995. For the second
straight year and the fourth time overall, Cedarville won
the NCCAA Women's Championship. Senior Stephanie
Sherman was named the Outstanding Performer of the
Meet for the second time in three years, and senior
Jennifer Zenner received the Wheeler Award as the
Outstanding Christian Track and Field Athlete of the Year
in the NCCAA. Cedarville's men placed second in the
NCCAA Men's Track & Field Championship.
After commencement, Jodi Dick
(left) and Amy Barnes (right)















Erin Weaver '95 graduates with a degree in
biblical education with a preseminary emphasis.
As student body chaplain, he leaves this
message to the 2,325 members of the Cedarville
College student body, including the graduating
class of 1995:
We wear His name
The name above all names
We wear His name
In a world that's lost in hopelessness
We are called to be the light
We wear His name.
- Newsong
tatus is often defined by a name.
All across America, students are
graduating from their respective
colleges or universities and entering
the "real world" of the job market.
The names of some colleges pull a
great deal of weight in the interview process! But as believers in Christ, we wear the name that outweighs
them all—CHRISTIAN. The word "Christian" means "Christ-like one," which implies that we represent
Christ today. The name of an educational institution can't help the hurting, struggling, lost people of this
world searching for answers. The love of Christ will. "And whatever you do in word or deed, do all in the
name of the Lord Jesus..." (Colossians 3:17).
Student body chaplain Erin Weaver poses with his
parents, missionaries with ABWE, who returned
from England for the graduation ceremonies. Erin
served as class chaplain during his junior year and











































' from the Philippines,
Todd chose to major in
international studies.
Todd was a senior
leader on the Yellow
Jacket tennis team,
finishing his senior year
with a 12-5 record in
singles tennis. During
his academic career,
Todd maintained a 3.9
grade point average.
Todd Entner, Jennifer Bartosiewicz, and Stephanie Sherman were awarded the President's Trophy for 1995. The President's
Trophy is presented based on ministry, community and campus involvement, athletic achievement, and academic achievement.
Also, the Cedarville College
Medal of Honor was presented
jointly to Bob and Polly Reese
of Elkhart, Indiana.
Estes, Cor Named Faculty/Staff
Members Of The Year
rThring the lionors Day Chapel, Dr. Daniel
Fsies was named the Faculty Member of the
Year and Mrs. Sherry Coy, the Staff Member
of the Year.
r. Estes is Professor of
Biblical Education and
Assistant Academic Vice
President. A 1974 Cedarville
graduate, he returned to join
the faculty in 1984, after
serving four years as assistant pastor at
Clintonville Baptist Church in Columbus,
Ohio. Dr. Estes has published articles in a
number of professional journals, the textbook
for the Introduction to Bible Study course at
the College, and adult Sunday School
materials for Regular Baptist Press. He has
served on a number of college committees,
including chairing the General Education
Revision Task Team. He and his wife, Carol,
have three children.
Sherry Coy served ten years as secretary to the Vice President of Student Services and has been textbook buyer in th
College Bookstore for the past six years. She and her husband, Carroll, have been short term missionaries in Puerto
Rico on two occasions. Most recently, they went with Calvary Evangelical Missions to San Juan, where Sherry was .
secretary to the station manager of WIVV, a mission radio station, and Carroll helped with construction. The Coys ha
three children and three grandchildren.
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Dr. Murray Murdoch '88H, who announced
his retirement as tennis coach at the end of
the 1994 season, participated in a farewell
tennis match and reception in his honor on
March 25, 1995. Coach Murdoch's family,
including sons Jim '87 and Mark '91 were
able to attend along with tennis alumni.
Ron Baker '69 and Alan Edlund '77, the
current Yellow Jacket men's tennis coach,
organized the event.
Congratulations to the five winners of our "Name-That-Team"
contest in the spring Inspire— Kenneth Cole '70, Teresa
Geiger Burk '85, Dee Wiseman '84, Faith Linn '83, and Kirk
Keller '83! Each winner received a Cedarville College Alumni
T-shirt displaying the college seal. The 1980-81 basketball
team pictured (Drew Baker '82, Eric Mounts '81, Tim Danube
'84, Tim Pryor '84, Rich Himes '84, David Carr '83, Greg
Greve '81, Curt Berger '81, Malcolm Dixon '84N, Mark
Womack '83, Todd Hamlet '84N, Todd Townsend '84, and
Larry Green '82) set more than 15 records during the season
and won the NAIA District 22 playoffs.
egional Gathering Update
n Colorado
Denver Theological Seminary served as a wonderful
location for 40 alumni and friends of Cedarville College to
gather. After delicious desserts, the group enjoyed viewing
the college video and talking about college days. Thanks
to Keith Willhite '80 and Linden '74 and Ellie Dritsas
Kirby '75 for planning this great event!
In Chicago
Thirty-three Cedarville College alumni and friends
gathered at Naperville Bible Church for a dessert
reception and video about the new Ministry Center.
Tim '85 and Denice Stuebe Reiter '85, along with
Jim *86 and Marsha Reiter,'helped organize and host
the event. Several alums appreciated going home with





Alumni of the student organization Omega Pi
Epsilon gathered in Chicago during the last
weekend in January. Hosted by Paul McGrady '93,
the group enjoyed feasting at a traditional German
restaurant, a trip to the Chicago Art Institute, and
attending Sunday morning worship at Moody
Church. Joe Stowell '66, joined his fellow alumni
for this snapshot following the service.
In Indianapolis
Rich '75 and Yvonna Cope McGhee '73 hosted a
dessert reception in their Pittsboro home. Over 20
Indianapolis alumni met with Director of Alumni
Relations Jane Adams Smith '84 and received the
latest college news. Rich and Yvonna hope this is the
beginning of an annual alumni event in the
Indianapolis area.
Look For These Cedarville College













Hosted by the Alumni Office
In conjunction with the GARBC Conference
Hosted by Bobby Shomo '84,
featuring the Abundant Life Singers
Hosted by Timothy '69 and Beverlee Mason
Warren '70
Hosted by Ruth Fareno Longenecker '83































Alumni & Friends Dessert Reception
at the GARBC National Conference
Girls Basketball Camp
Girls Cross Country Camp
Yellow Jacket Alumni Golf Tournament
Boys Cross Country Camp
Salute to Summer
Boys Basketball Camp
Heritage Alumnae Educators Luncheon
Baptist Mid-Missions Candidate School
Girls Volleyball Camp
Heritage Alumni Outing








New Jersey Alumni Gathering
















Reid Park, Springfield, Ohio
Cedarville College campus





he Ohio Foundation of Independent
Colleges (OFIC) recently inducted
Dr. David Jeremiah '63 into the OFIC
Hall of Excellence. The son of
Dr. James T. Jeremiah, chancellor and
former president of the College, and
the late Ruby Jeremiah, David is president of Christian
Heritage College and pastor of Shadow Mountain
Community Church in El Cajon, California. He was
on the pastoral staff of Haddon Heights Baptist
Church in Haddon Heights, New Jersey and was the
first pastor of Blackhawk Baptist Church in Fort
Wayne, Indiana. A popular speaker for conferences
and professional sports chapels, he also has published
12 books. "Turning Point," a 30-minute radio program
of Bible teaching that features David, is aired daily on
more than 350 stations. Dr. Jeremiah earned the
master of theology degree from Dallas Theological
Seminary and received the doctor of divinity degree
from Cedarville College.














Dr. David Jeremiah and
Dr. Paul Dixon.
Thirteen alumni, all of whom serve
with mission agencies, joined
Director of Alumni Relations Jane
Adams Smith '84 for breakfast in the
President's Dining Room on
March 23. These alumni returned to
campus for Missions Emphasis
Week during spring quarter and
were available to talk with students
concerning missions opportunities.
The Good News Scholarship, provided anonymously by a
Cedarville alumnus, is designed to assist students who intend
to continue their education in seminary and prepare for full-
time Christian vocation. This year's recipient, David Mullins, is
a senior from Franklin, Pennsylvania. David is active as a
youth leader at Emmanuel Baptist Church in Xenia, Ohio. He
has also led a ministry team to the Yellow Springs Riding
Center for the mentally and physically challenged. David
shares, "Praise God for the gifts, blessings, and opportunities
to serve that He has given me." This scholarship helps to
satisfy an urgent financial need for David.
50s
Richard Johnson '59 has retired from his position as
pastor of Temple Baptist Church in Lincoln, Nebraska.
Richard is active in pulpit supply while he and his wife,
Beverly, wait on the Lord for future ministry.
60s
Tom Evans '69 is boys' head basketball coach at
DeGraff Riverside High School in DeGraff, Ohio and
finished with a 20-0 record in regular season. He was
named WCOC League Coach of the Year, Southwest
District Coach of the Year, and shared Division IV State
Coach of the Year with another honoree. Congratulations,
Tom, on an outstanding season!
70s
Becky Wood '71 is supervisor of maternity ministries for
Baptist Children's Home and Family Ministries in
Valparaiso, Indiana.
Charlie Williams '72 and his wife, Donna (Ringham
'73), have settled in Lincoln,
Nebraska. In February 1995,
Charlie shared a Bible
devotional with the Cedarville
College track and field team as
they competed in the NAIA
Indoor National Championship
in Lincoln.
Judy Johnson '73 is living in
Delaware, Ohio, having
completed her first year as a full-time student at the
Methodist Theological School. She is pursuing a master
of theological studies degree with a concentration in
church history. Judy served in the Cedarville College
library for fourteen years.
Pamela Williams '74 is director of the quality
management office of the U.S. Transportation Command,
as well as quality advisor to its commander in chief. She
scans the Internet weekly, collecting and evaluating
suggestions on how to make government work better.
Pam is also working on a doctorate in education at Trinity
Theological Seminary in Newburgh, Indiana.
Don Myers '76 has been appointed vice president of
manufacturing for Landoll's, publisher and printer of fine
children's books. He joined the company in 1992 as plant
manager, directing their recovery from a fire. Don and his
wife, Jean, reside in Hayesville, Ohio with their four
children—Ariana, David, Donny, and Mary.
Cecil Sagraves '76 and his wife, Eileen, have moved to
Newport News, Virginia. Cecil will serve as pastor of
Beechwood Baptist Church.
Wes '77 and Marilyn White Johnson '77 live in Apple
Valley, Minnesota with their three children—Kara (13),
Andrew (10), and Jeff (8). Wes is a semi-independent
contract programmer, solving puzzles and delving into
mysteries in computer logic. Since 1991, Marilyn has run
C & M Service Evaluations, a company used by retail
managers to evaluate the quality of their sales approach
and customer service.
Debbie Gidley Shirey '77 and her husband, Carl '84N,
reside in Fort Wayne, Indiana and have three sons—
Christopher, Matthew, and Steven. Carl is employed by
ITT' Research Institute and has traveled to Saudi Arabia
numerous times to provide computer assistance.
Chris Rees Howard '78N completed her undergraduate
degree from Antioch University in 1994. Chris is looking
forward to pursuing a master's degree in educational
psychology from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. She
and her husband, Pat '80, reside in Hamilton with their
four children—Jamie (15), Gabrielle (11), Caitlyn (7),
and Joe (5).
Ben Belleman '79 was honored as "Coach of the Year"
in high school soccer for the state of Ohio. In a
newspaper article Ben shared, "My college coach, John
McGillivray ['70] taught me to control my emotions in a
game so as to represent Christ better and to be a more
focused player." In addition to being soccer coach, Ben is
the athletic director for Cuyahoga Valley Christian
School in Stow, Ohio.
Craig Miller '79 joined Myron Youngman '76 and
well-known speaker and author Edith Schaeffer on a trip
to China in May 1995. While on this trip, they sought to
open ministry opportunities and begin laying a foundation
for introducing some of the Schaeffers' books to China.
The Kaifa Group, Inc., led by Myron Youngman,
sponsored the trip and arranged for Mrs. Edith Schaeffer
to discuss opportunities for future cooperation with
officials of one of the few university philosophy and
religion departments in China. Craig pastors Faith
Community Church in Santa Clarita, California and
serves on the board of trustees for Kaifa. For more
information on The Kaifa Group, contact Myron
Youngman at P.O. Box 288, Cedarville, Ohio 45314.
80s
Sandra Roth Dreibelbis '80 is group vice president of
marketing and communications for the Greenville
Chamber of Commerce in Greenville, South Carolina.
Her husband, John, is an electrical engineer and president
of Blue Ridge Technologies, Inc. John and Sandra have
three children, Brittany-Rose (6), William (4), and
Victoria.
Bonnie Vesilko Price '81, her husband, Brad, and their
daughter, Amy (9), have settled in Humble, Texas.
Bonnie is a teacher and assistant director of Houston
Learning Academy, a private alternative high school for
troubled teens. She is completing a master of liberal arts
degree from Houston Baptist University. Brad works in
graphics technology for Hewitt Associates.
Mark '83 and Lana Robinson Shearer '83 moved from
Massachusetts to Frederick, Maryland in June 1995.
Mark works with communications systems for Norte] in
McLean, Virginia.
Brent Long '85 has been promoted by Glidden
Corporation to manager of capital expenditures and plant
accounting. Brent and his wife, Carol (Koppe '85), live
in North Olmsted, Ohio with their daughter.
Jeff Mullinix '85 recently graduated from Southwestern
Seminary in Texas. He and his wife, Susan, have three
children—Bethany (10), Scott (8), and Bryant (7). Jeff
has taken a position as minister of education and
outreach at Immanuel Baptist Church in Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
Noel Hack '86 was called in January 1995 as pastor of
First Baptist Church in Lagrange, Ohio, after eight years
of working in the business sector. He and his wife,
Donna, enjoy three children—Ashli, Colby, and Joshua.
Scott Moyer '86 is in real estate sales with Re/Max 440
of Perkasie, Pennsylvania. In 1994, he brought a group of
40 students from Plumstead Christian School to visit the
Cedarville College campus.
Tim Day '87 serves as deputy chief of staff in
Washington, D.C. for Congresswoman Debra Price from
the 15th Ohio Congressional District.
Brent Lydic '89 was recently promoted to assistant
program manager at Sky Alland Marketing in Columbia,
Maryland. Brent will be working in the Financial Service
Division. Brent and his wife, Leann (Swann '92N), live
in Highland, Maryland.
Steve Racz '89 has accepted a position as computer
programmer with Keane, Inc., in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. His wife, Michaelle (Egel '90N), enjoys
caring for their two-year-old daughter, Melissa.
Trenton '89 and Dana Lachmiller Stokes '89 reside in
Garland, Texas. Trenton is associate pastor in charge of
education and small group discipleship at Springcreek
Community Church. Dana has been promoted to
supervisor of nursing in the operating room at Baylor
Medical Center.
90s
Joel '90 and Dana Daniels Campbell '92 have relocated
to St. Paul, Minnesota. Joel is a senior auditor with
St. Paul Companies.
Jim Gerakinis '90 resides in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
as a counselor in his own practice—Provision
Counseling Services. Jim is also active in the juvenile
justice program of Wedgewood Christian Youth and
Family Services, helping juvenile offenders reintegrate
with their families and communities.
Evette Love Pittman '90 has been director of marketing
for WCSG Radio in Grand Rapids, Michigan since June
1994. Her husband, J.R., is a leader with Young Life
Ministries, working with youth in both Christian and
public schools.
Tony Dirr '91 is administrator of the Otterbein-
Cridersville Nursing Home. He was presented the New
Professional Award from the Association of Ohio
Philanthropic Homes and Housing for the Aging
(AOPHA). This award recognized his exemplary concern
for patient care and demand for quality. Tony and his
wife, Kimberly (Hosner '93), reside in Wapakoneta,
Ohio. Kim is a sales representative with Manpower.
Sherry Neal '91 received a law degree from the
University of Dayton School of Law, graduating in the
top 25 percent of her class. On November 14, 1994, she
was admitted to the Ohio State Bar. Congratulations,
Sherry, on this exciting achievement!
Michael Ortlieb '92 is a residential child care worker at
Chase Home for Children, a Christian group home.
Michael lives in Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Craig '92 and Jennifer Stephens Winsor '92 are living
in Sebring, Florida and working at Heartland Christian
School. Jennifer is a third grade teacher, and Craig is a
physical education teacher. Last
year, Craig served as waterfront
director for Camp Sparta in
Sebring. In March 1995, the
Cedarville College track team
spent spring break at Camp Sparta,
where the Winsors drove a
speedboat for the students to enjoy
skiing and knee-boarding.
Brian Blackburn '93 is
administrator of finance and music for Finish Line
Ministries, a revival ministry which travels throughout the
nation. Brian also leads worship during revival meetings.
Bob '93 and Tina Heying Cunningham '93 have moved
to Owings Mills, Maryland. Bob is an assistant golf
professional at Wakefield Valley Golf Club.
Matt Martens '93 is in his second year of law school at
the University of North Carolina. After his first year, he
received an award for outstanding academic achievement
in his class and was selected a member of the Law
Review. During the summer of 1995, Matt will be
working at the firm of Sidley & Austin in Washington,
D.C. He has also obtained a judicial clerkship with Judge
David Sentelle of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit. This clerkship will last for one year following his
graduation. Matt and his wife, Wendy (Walters '94)
reside in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Shelly Sutton '93 spent ten days in Puerto Rico assisting
the ministry of radio stations WIVV and WBMJ of the
Calvary Evangelistic Mission. She worked primarily in
the promotions department, sharing what she has
experienced at WFCJ-FM in Springfield, Ohio, for the
past two years. Shelly is director of public relations at
WFCJ, a Christian radio station.
Robb Barnum '94 hopes to attend New York University
in pursuit of a master of business administration degree.
Currently, he is a bond analyst in the mortgage-backed
securities/CMO client support department at Global
Advanced Technology. Robb lives in Westwood, New
Jersey.
Carmen Bower '94 is a music teacher and choir director
for Southeastern Local Schools in South Charleston,
Ohio.
Melanie Brown '94 teaches second and third grades at
Baptist Temple Christian Academy in Holbrook,
Massachusetts.
Tammy Clark '94 is an accountant for Stark Investments
in Mequon, Wisconsin. Tammy loves working with the
Sparks in Awana at Garfield Baptist Church and shares an
apartment with Jennifer Horton '94 in Menomonee
Falls.
Sheila Dillon '94 is a behavior specialist with Mediplex
of the North Shores, a rehabilitation center for head
trauma patients. This summer, Sheila will co-lead a group
of teenagers on a missions trip to Hungary.
Joe Esarey '94 served as a pastoral intern at Tri-County
Baptist Church in West Chester, Ohio during 1994-95. Joe
shares that "seeing people being changed by the power of
God is one of the most rewarding and exciting
experiences a young preacher can witness." Joe and his
wife, Tina, reside in Fairfield, Ohio.
Alyson Heller '94 is a third grade teacher at Grace
Christian School in Telford, Pennsylvania.
Georgia Hickman '94 is a research assistant in the
department of neurosciences at Case Western Reserve
University School of Medicine. Georgia hopes to attend
graduate school in the fall and pursue a doctorate in
molecular genetics. Living in Shaker Heights, Ohio, she
attends Bedford Church of the Nazarene.
Trisha Howard '94 sends greetings from beautiful, yet
rugged New Mexico! While doing some substitute
teaching, Trisha also enjoys working at a bed-and-
breakfast in historic Lincoln, New Mexico. This summer,
she plans to pursue missionary training at New Tribes
Missions Institute in Oregon, with plans to later serve as a
Bible translator.
Lori Lowenhar '94 is a member of the Liberated Wailing
Wall, a renowned Jewish musical team that ministers
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Based in San Francisco,
California, the team travels 40,000 miles during the year.
Lori counts it an honor to a part of this Jews for Jesus
ministry.
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Dr. Robert Gromacki, Distinguished Professor of Bible
and Greek, contributed a chapter entitled "Christmas! So
What?" in the book, Basic Theology: Applied, which was
published in honor of Dr. Charles C. Ryrie and his works.
Over 30 Dallas Theological Seminary graduates and
colleagues of Dr. Ryrie were asked to contribute. Another
of Dr. Gromacki's articles, "The Faculty-Student
Relationship," appeared in the Fall 1994 issue of Faculty
Dialogue.
The annual Spring Missionary Conference
March 20-24 hosted over 50 missionaries who
presented their fields and interacted with the
Cedarville College family. Featured speakers were Ed
Lewis, missionary mobilizer for TEAM; Grady Toland,
missionary to Chile with Association of Baptists for
World Evangelism; Bill Smallman, vice president of
communications and candidate administrator for
Baptist Mid-Missions; Paul Jackson '67 (pictured),
director of Evangelical Baptist Missions; and David
Blackney, candidate secretary for The Master's
Mission.
Tom Kadamus '94 and Mark Moody '94 met at
Springer Mountain,
Georgia on March 17,
1995 to began hiking the
Appalachian Trail. Their
goal is to finish the trail
by the first week in
August. By the time they
reach Maine, they will
have hiked more than
2,000 miles! One
highlight of the trip was
visiting Phil Powell '94 in Roanoke, Virginia and
"resting their numb feet." Tom and Mark have dreamed
about this trip since they were 13 years old. Both are
excited about the opportunities for sharing their faith
with others they meet on the trail.
Julie McFadden '94 teaches first grade at Faith
Christian School in Greenville, Ohio. Her sister,
Michelle '91, is a kindergarten teacher in the next room!
Julie shares, "It really gets confusing when someone
asks for Miss McFadden!"
Greg Milentis '94 is employed at Parkview Memorial
Hospital in Fort Wayne, Indiana. In the department of
human resources, Mark handles issues of the Family
Medical Leave Act and tuition reimbursement.
Matt Otto '94 has been called to First Baptist Church in
Mount Vernon, Ohio, as minister of youth and adults.
His wife, Krista (Dayton '94), is an accountant with
Nelson and Nelson, CPAs of Mount Vernon.
Brenda Sprankle '94 is studying Teaching English as a
Foreign Language (TEFL) at Columbia International
University. Her future plans are to work with Word of
Life both in the U.S. and overseas.
Christy Thomas '94 is an on-going case worker with
Somerset County Children's Youth Services in
Pennsylvania. Her position in the children's services
department includes working with families to keep
children in the home.
Molly Ward '94 teaches seventh grade language arts at
Heritage Middle School in Hilliard, Ohio. She also
enjoys being advisor for the school newspaper. Molly
resides in Columbus and attends Northwest Bible
Church.
Charlie '94 and Andrea George Willett '94 are living
in Longmont, Colorado. Charlie is a manager with
Overnite Transportation in Denver. Andrea is the office
manager for Queen of the River, a company which
stocks private lakes and ponds with trout and bass.
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Angela Johnston Jones '84N and Charles Patton
celebrated their love on January 14, 1995 in Dayton,
Ohio. The Pattons reside in Fletcher, Ohio with
Angela's two sons, Madison (5) and Ian (3).
Sherri Wilson '84 and Captain J. Kent Patterson
exchanged marriage vows on May 6, 1995. The couple
resides at Langley Air Force Base in Hampton, Virginia.
Teens Coronato '86 and Jeff Bryson became one in
Christ November 12, 1994 and live in Manassas,
Virginia. Teena is a crises evaluation therapist at Mary
Washington Hospital in Fredericksburg. She completed
a master's degree in counseling and rehabilitation from
Marshall University. Her husband, Jeff, is the director of
Rainbow Village, a children's home. The Brysons enjoy
visiting the Washington, D.C. area and attending mental
health workshops together.
Karen Dachenbach '86 and Bill Watters were married
March 4, 1995 at Lake Keonah State Park in Iowa. The
Watters live in Oskaloosa, Iowa, where Karen is a
family preservation worker.
Keith Beres '88 and Nancy Crawley became one in
Christ May 6, 1995. After a honeymoon in the Poconos,
Keith and Nancy returned to their home in Stow, Ohio.
Keith is self-employed in sales, and Nancy is a first
grade teacher with Stow Public Schools.
Paul Czerniak '89 and Andrea Berry '90 were united
in matrimony September 3, 1994 and honeymooned in
the Virgin Islands. They recently moved to Westerville,
Ohio, where Paul is a sales manager with Preferred Risk
Insurance in Columbus. Andrea is an export sales
representative with ABITEC, a manufacturer of edible
oils.
Susan Rogers '89 and Donald Corsaro exchanged
marriage vows July 16, 1994. Susan is a teacher at
Orange Christian Academy in Cleveland, Ohio. Don is a
national sales representative with Mayfran International.
David Rumberger '90 and
Mamie Bauer '92 were friends
during college and became
reacquainted at Homecoming
1993. They began dating shortly
afterwards and were married
December 23, 1994! Following a
honeymoon at a lakeside cabin
in Wisconsin, the Rumbergers
settled in Markleysburg,
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Pennsylvania. David is supervisor of a wilderness camp
for severely troubled youths. Marnie is employed by
Presley Ridge Schools, working directly with juvenile
delinquents in their homes, in the classroom, and in the
court system. Both are pursuing master's degrees in
community mental health from Trinity College in
Vermont.
Dawn Madding '91 and Michael Wright '92 celebrated
their union on August 13, 1994 at Evangel Baptist Church
in Virginia. Mike is a juvenile probation officer for the
Commonwealth of Virginia. Dawn is a physical security
specialist for the Department of Defense. The Wrights
live in Stafford, Virginia.
Lori Lindner '92 and David French became one in Christ
on February 4, 1995 in Des Moines, Iowa. God brought
Lori and Dave together in the Philippines, where both are
teachers at Faith Academy. In March 1995, Dave and Lori
presented their ministry during Missions Emphasis Week
at Cedarville College.
Nikki Refior '92 and Jonathan
Lambeth were wed August 6, 1994
at Pleasant View Bible Church in
Warsaw, Indiana. After a week in
Traverse City, Michigan, the
Lambeths settled in West Lafayette,
Indiana. Nikki is working on a
master's degree in French literature
from Purdue University, where
Jonathan is pursuing a doctorate in
bio-chemistry.
Aaron Welch '92 and Jenifer Bork '94 became husband
and wife July 2, 1994. Both are pursuing graduate degrees
in music at Western Michigan University. Jenifer teaches
theory and French horn classes and plays in a wind
quintet as part of her assistantship. The Welches reside in
Hastings, Michigan.
Jared Alsdorf '93 and Leah Halsey '93 exchanged
wedding vows April 29, 1995 at Bethesda Baptist Church
in Brownsburg, Indiana. The couple enjoyed a
honeymoon at Jekyll Island, Georgia. Jared is 'a
greenhouse technician with DowElanco in Indianapolis,
where Leah is a senior secretary in the purchasing
department.
Jeff Beiler '93 and Janelle
Johnson '94 were united in
matrimony August 6, 1994.
Living in Reading,
Pennsylvania, the Beilers
attend High Point Baptist
Chapel. Jeff is a cost
accountant for Giorgio
Foods.
Leigh Ann Gillies '93 and
Lance Gentry '94 celebrated
their marriage July 16, 1994
in San Jose, California: Leigh
Ann is a nurse at Valley
Presbyterian Hospital in the
neo-natal intensive care unit.
Lance is working toward a
master of divinity degree
from The Master's Seminary.
Gina Kendig '93 and Brian
Bolger '94 were joined in Christ July 9, 1994. Brian is
pursuing a graduate degree at Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary, while working as a counseling assistant at a
public elementary school. Gina is the administrative
secretary in the library at Cornerstone College.
David Malone '93 and Tonya
Mascari '92 joined their lives
as one October 22, 1994. They
spent their honeymoon visiting
South Carolina, Georgia, and
Walt Disney World in Florida.
They settled in Galloway, Ohio,
where David is an assistant
production supervisor for Duffy
Homes. Tonya is senior accountant with Community
Housing Network, a non-profit housing company for the
long-term mentally ill.
Jim McCallister '93 and Julie Keller '94 were married
August 6, 1994 and now reside in Normal, Illinois. Julie is
a nurse at Gailey Eye Surgery, while Jim completes a
master's degree at Illinois State University.
Sheri McPherson '93 and Richard Harrington exchanged
wedding vows December 17, 1994 in Oroville, California.
The couple settled in Smithfield, Rhode Island, after a
honeymoon in Cozumel, Mexico. Richard is a terminal
manager for Miller Transfer and Rigging.
Jennifer Shriver '93 and Aaron Newcomb '94 were
joined in marriage November 26, 1994. Jennifer is
pursuing a graduate degree in philosophy from Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio.
Corinna Williams '93 and David Goertzen celebrated
their love September 24, 1994. The Goertzens live in
Lenexa, Kansas. Corinna is an oncology nurse at
K.U. Medical Center in Kansas City.
Brian Barnes '94 and Susan Schmidt '95N were united
in Christ July 22, 1994. Brian plans to enter the U.S. Air
Force as a cryptologic linguist. The newlyweds will live
in Monterey, California while Susan completes her
teaching degree and Brian attends defense linguistics
school.
Nichole Bouchard '94 and Eric
Roberson shared their love in
matrimony January 1, 1994 and
honeymooned in the Smoky
Mountains. Nichole and Eric met
while both were employed by
Family Entertainment Network in
Texas. The Robersons have
settled in Shelby Township,
Michigan.
Monte Detterman '94 and his wife, Stephanie, were
married July 30, 1994. Monte is teaching math at Marion
Harding High School, and they live in Bucyrus, Ohio.
Sean Godden '94 and Christina Berry '94 became
husband and wife July 23, 1994 in an evening outdoor
ceremony. After a wedding trip to Montego Bay, Jamaica,
the Goddens returned to Amsterdam, New York. Christina
is a third and fourth grade teacher at Perth Bible Christian
Academy, while Sean works as a loss control associate for
the Kmart Corporation.
Phil Huber '94 and Susan DeMan '94 celebrated their
love August 20, 1994 at Trinity Baptist Church in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Phil and Sue enjoyed a honeymoon
traveling across Canada, including a wilderness trip. They
live in Racine, Wisconsin, while Phil attends Trinity
Seminary.
Trish Manning '94 married Dennis Imhoff on July 30,
1994. Dennis is a computer technician for Entex
Information Systems. The Imhoffs live in Euclid, Ohio.
Jason Messer '94 and Cyndi Tate '94 became husband
and wife June 25, 1994. The couple resides in
Waynesville, Ohio. Cyndi is employed at Xenia Christian
High School, while seeking admission to Wright State
University's graduate program in English composition.
Mike Wilkerson '94 and Christina Southwell '94 were
united in Christ July 30, 1994. Mike is associate pastor at
First Baptist Church of Carmel, Indiana. Christina is a
Spanish teacher at Carmel Junior High School and hopes
to further her education with a minor in French.
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Gay Williams Contino '73 and her husband, Tom,
celebrate the birth of Maria Louise on December 26,
1994. Kyle (6), Marty (4), and Aaron (4) are thrilled with
the arrival of a sister! Maria joins her family in Prospect
Park, Pennsylvania.
Steve Costley '76 and his wife, Billie, gladly welcome
Abigail Marie to their home in Montrose, Pennsylvania.
Born April 1, 1995, Abigail joins Rebecca (5) and
Aaron (2). Steve is a lawyer in Endicott, New York.
Ken '77 and Sue Kuntzelman Howard '79 are happy to
announce the arrival of Joelle Nicole on March 4, 1995.
She joins Joshua (13), Daniel (10), and Stephen (5) at
home in Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.
Sara Browning Meyer '77 and her husband, Michael,
are pleased to welcome Laura Grace to their home in
Russellville, Ohio. Michael is a carpenter, while Sara
keeps busy at home with their other children-
Emily (12), Melinda (10), Steven (9), Jared (7), Caleb (6),
Mary Ellen (4), Gideon (3), and Jennifer (2).
Mary Humbert Winkler '78 and her
husband, Mark, joyfully announce the
birth of Joshua Mark on September 12,
1994. The Winklers live in Columbus,
Ohio.
Jeff '80 and Debbie Mullet
Warix '79N are pleased to announce
the arrival of their seventh child, Jacob
Daniel. Jacob joined Justin (13),
Jerad (10), James (8), Joseph (6),
Katie (4), and Abby (2) on December 29, 1994. The
Warix family resides in Jerseyville, Illinois while
preparing to be missionaries in Brazil.
Dan Taylor '79 and his wife, Paula,
rejoice in the arrival of Jonathan David
on April 6, 1995. The Taylors live in
Columbus, Ohio with their other
children, Jacqueline (6) and Joshua (3).
Dan is in private practice as a dentist.
Judy Ockert Ohlin '81 and her
husband, Philip, share their happiness in
the birth of Christina Marie on November 15, 1994.
Christina joins two sisters, Bethany (6) and Hannah (3).
Judy is a home-school teacher in Dillsburg, Pennsylvania.
Gwendelyn Smith Royce '81 and her
husband, Mark, delight in the birth of
Jonathan Edward David. "Jed" was born
April 5, 1995 and joins Zachary (9),
Sonja (6), and Natasha (3). The Royce
family lives in Poughkeepsie, New York.
Jill Griswold Walters '81N and her
husband, Roger, celebrate the arrival of
Ryan James on September 7, 1994. He
joins Matthew (4) at home in Covington, Indiana. Jill
teaches physical education in the local school district,
while Roger farms.
Four brothers—John '60, Jim '61, Don '65, and Paul '69
Entner—are graduates of Cedarville College. Their four
wives—Sandra Millikin '59, Esther Weiss '61, Judy
Hartzell '65, and Ruth Kauffold '68—are also graduates. All
four couples have continued to be active in a variety of alumni
activities such as class reunions, sporting events, regional
gatherings, and the Alumni Scholarship Auction. Sandy Millikin
Entner '59 says that the family believes they could form their
own Alumni Association if a consensus could be reached by
eight people who are so diversified! However, they all agree,
'We are excited about what is happening at the 'Ville and are
unanimous in our support of Cedarville College!"
Four Cedarville graduates will be among the ten new
faculty at the beginning of the 1995-96 academic year.
Michelle Gaffner '92, who earned her B.A. degree in
English and Speech Education, will be an instructor of
English in the Department of Language and Literature.
Thomas Hutchison '80 returns to Cedarville as an
assistant professor of Christian education. Jeff Reep '78
joins the Department of Health and Physical Education as
assistant professor of physical education. Reep also will
be head men's basketball coach. Margaret Wheeler, a
1964 graduate in Communication Arts, will serve as
instructor of communication arts.
Elizabeth Landess Coffman '82 and her husband,
Michael, praise God for the birth of Breanna Michelle on
September 9, 1993. Breanna (1), Aaron (4), and Jennifer
(8) keep Elizabeth busy at home. Michael has completed
a degree in special education from Wright State
University. The Coffmans live in Springfield, Ohio.
Patti Lauderbaugh Roberts '82 and her husband,
Andrew '83, joyfully welcome Nicholas Andrew, born
April 17, 1995. He joins a sister, Nicole, at home in
Kettering, Ohio.
Nancy Rockey Price '83 and her husband, Dale,
joyfully announce the birth of their third daughter,
Courtney Theresa. Courtney is welcomed home by
Stephanie (6) and Amy (4). The Price family lives in
New Carlisle, Ohio.
Pam McKay Saucier '83 and her husband, John, are
thrilled with the arrival of Johnathan Richard on July 26,
1994. The Sauciers reside in Streetsboro, Ohio.
Chris Alonzo Combs '84 and her husband, Mark, share
their joy in the birth of Stephen Anthony on February 2,
1995. Stephen joins Anna (9), Luke (8), Caleb (5), and
Andrew (4) at home in Dayton, Ohio.
Will Pratz '84 and his wife, Nancy, are happy to
announce the arrival of Alexandra Nicolette on
February 20, 1995. Josalyn, Zachary, Elysia, and
Gabrielle enjoy helping with their new sister. The Pratz
family resides in Swedesboro, New Jersey.
Mike '84 and Kelly Slaughter Reed '84 rejoice in the
birth of Lyndsey Jane on May 24, 1994. Lyndsey joins
Derek (4) and Jordan (2) at home in Hilliard, Ohio. Kelly
is a home-school teacher, while Mike is sales manager at
WRFD-WTJY Radio in Columbus.
Jim '85 and Tammy Evans Barber '87 praise God for a
daughter, Katherine Elisabeth, born April 6, 1995.
Katherine joins two brothers, Hamilton (6) and Andrew
(2). Tammy loves being at home with their children,
while Jim is director of planned giving for Samaritan's
Purse in North Carolina.
Christine Dell Ecldey '85 and her husband, Erich,
celebrate the birth of Daniel on September 1, 1994.
Christine cares for Daniel and Andrew (3) at home in
Dayton, Ohio. Erich works in sales with PamMar Color
Services of Cincinnati.
Mike '85 and Shawna Smith Mikesell '93 are pleased
to welcome Alaura Ann, born March 11, 1995. Mike and
Shawna attend Emmanuel Baptist Church and reside in
Xenia, Ohio.
Rex Musselman '85 and his wife, Christine, share their
joy in the birth of Andrew Alan on February 6, 1995.
Living in Noblesville, Indiana, Rex is a claims
supervisor with Indiana Insurance Company. Christine is
a second grade teacher at Hamilton Heights Elementary
School.
Linda Hess Plum '85 and her husband,
Don, are pleased to welcome Chloe
Caroline to their home in Munroe Falls,
Ohio. Chloe was born June 28, 1994. The
Plums are active members of The Chapel
in Akron. Don is an attorney in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Kevin '85 and Brenda James
Todd '85 celebrate the arrival of Blythe
Elizabeth on April 25, 1994. Kevin and
Brenda are active at College Church in
Wheaton, Illinois, writing monthly
bulletin inserts on social issues and
teaching Sunday School. They also serve
on ministry boards within the community.
Kevin continues to practice law in the
civil litigation department of a Chicago law firm. In
addition to caring for Jessie (3) and Blythe (1), Brenda
does design and layout work from home for The
Livingstone Corporation, a Christian company that
produces Bibles and books.
Lori Pitonyak Trautman '85 and her husband,
Wayne '86, praise God for the arrival of Alyssa Joanne
on December 17, 1994. Alyssa joins two brothers, Adam
(5) and Aaron (3), at home in Massillon, Ohio.
Monica Schuttenberg Schacherer '86
and her husband, Jeff, are delighted to
announce the birth of Natalie Ann on
February 10, 1995. The Schacherers
reside in Algonquin, Illinois.
Doug '87 and Becky Averill
Cherry '87 share their joy in the birth
of Bryan Matthew, who joined Elisa (3)
and Kyle (1) on January 25, 1995. The Cherrys reside in
New Lenox, Illinois.
David '87 and Susan Greetham Dooley '86 celebrate
the birth of Grace Christine on January 26, 1995.
Grace joins a brother, Matthew (2), at home in
Wellington, Ohio.
Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87
and her husband, John, celebrate
the birth of Austin Pierre on
March 9, 1995. Sherry cares for
Austin and Andre (3) at home in
Ashland, Ohio. John is the pastor
of Bethel Baptist Church in
Savannah, Ohio. Sherry also serves on the Cedarville
College Alumni Council.
Amy Johnston Trammell '87 and her husband, Tony,
rejoice in the arrival of Joseph Andrew on April 13, 1995.
Amy cares for Joseph and Scott (3) at home and does
freelance paralegal work for several attorneys in the
Middletown, Ohio area.
Mark '87 and Danielle Kizer Hinman '87 are pleased to
announce the arrival of Kathryn Lauren on June 25, 1994.
The Hinmans reside in Randolph, New York, where
Mark is owner of Masters Choice Tri-State. Danielle is
sales and marketing director for Interlectric Corporation.
Steve '87 and Judy Eagleston Pierce '87 praise God for
the gift of Tyler David, born March 10, 1995. Zachary (3)
and Kristi (1) welcomed Tyler home in Columbus, Ohio.
Lydia Thornton Ruhl '87 and her husband, Mike,
rejoice in the arrival of Stephen Michael on January 30,
1995. The Ruhl family resides in Mason, Ohio.
Tim '88 and Amy Thomas Beach '87 share their
happiness in the birth of Allison Grace on March 12,
1995. Living in Randolph, New York, Tim is a sales
representative with Register Graphics. Amy has
completed her master of science degree from the
University of Buffalo and is a part-time family nurse
practitioner.
Cory '88 and Andrea Snyder Neumann '87 praise God
for the birth of Kassie Nicole on April 7, 1995. The
Neumanns live in Hilliard, Ohio.
Terri Bonning Wilson '88 and her
husband, Tom, celebrate the arrival of
Seth Thomas on October 11, 1994. Seth
joins a sister, Melissa Diane (5). Terri
teaches nursery school and is the
secretary at Keystone Baptist Church in
Sayre, Pennsylvania. Tom is a police
officer.
Michael '89 and Julie George Ayres '91 share their joy
in the birth of Caitlin Paige on April 7, 1995. The Ayres
live in Medina, Ohio.
Lisa Bengtsen Burdsall '89 and her husband, Charles,
joyfully announce the birth of Amelia Grace on
February 12, 1995. The Burdsalls are residents of
Winsted, Connecticut.
Debbie Warnshuis Thompson '89 and her husband,
Brian, joyfully welcome Jacob Aaron, born October 28,
1994. Debbie is a faculty member of the Edinboro
University Department of Nursing in Pennsylvania, and
Brian works on a dairy farm.
Bob '89 and Debbie Schwartz Zender '88 have been
blessed with Brianna Nicole, born February 23, 1995.
The Zenders live in Harleysville., Pennsylvania.
Andy '90 and Meredith Clements Bidlen '92 celebrate
the birth of Andrew Judson on November 3, 1994. Andy
• and Meredith have settled in Brunswick, Ohio.
Sue Nash Duguid '90 and her husband,
Rob, thank God for His precious gift of
Drew Robert, born March 2, 1995. The
Duguids have settled in Richmond,
Virginia with their sons, Drew and T.J.
(2). Rob is a research chemist with
Albright, and Sue teaches piano lessons
in their home.
Julie Ream Keefer '90 and her husband, Rob '91N,
welcome their first child, Meghan Elizabeth. Born
November 1, 1994, Meghan joins her parents in Mason,
Ohio.
Rebecca Malcolm Sherrick '90 and her
husband, Burlin, delight in the birth of
Abigail Faith on January 17, 1995.
Rebecca homeschools Amber (5), as
well as cares for Abigail and Anna (3).
Burlin is a blood bank supervisor at
Lima Memorial Hospital. The Sherricks
attend Calvary Bible Church in Lima,
Ohio.
David '90 and Linda Gagnebin Ulmer '91 share their
joy in the birth of Victoria Claire on March 20, 1995.
Sylvia (2) is a good helper to Linda at home in Xenia,
Ohio. David is a nurse at Children's Medical Center in
Dayton, Ohio.
David '92 and Rebecca Reed Mills '92 welcome the
arrival of a daughter, Taylor Elyse, on May 7, 1995.
David is an instructor of philosophy at Cedarville
College.
Jennifer Heritage Paskvan '92 and her husband,
Joseph, joyfully announce the arrival of Daniel Kline on
December 21, 1994. Daniel was born just two weeks after
Jennifer completed a master of arts degree in counseling
psychology from Oklahoma City University. Shortly
afterward, Joseph was transferred from Oklahoma to
Long Island, New York. He is a project manager in the
Department of Engineering at Nassau County Medical
Center and a lieutenant commander in the U.S. Naval
Reserve. Jennifer is caring for their son at home and
considering a doctoral program in psychology.
Randy '93 and Sarah Good Southwell '93 rejoice in the
birth of Victoria Grace on December 4,
1994. Randy attends Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary in pursuit of a master of divinity
degree. The Southwells live in Wyoming,
Michigan.
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David '56 and Joan Austin Gardner '56N are
missionaries in Copperas Cove, Texas, pastoring Faith
Baptist Church. In March 1995, Joan began a six-month
series of chemotherapy treatments after a malignant
tumor was removed from her chest. Dave and Joan
rejoice in God's provision and covet your prayers that
they may "come forth as gold."
Jeannie Lockerbie '61 has been a missionary in
Bangladesh for thirty-three years. In June 1995, Jeannie
began a new ministry as director of publications for the
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism (ABWE)
at their Harrisburg, Pennsylvania headquarters. This will
include producing the Message magazine, upgrading
current publications, and developing a book-publishing
arm of the mission. She will also help other countries
establish their literature works. Pray for Jeannie as she
adjusts to living and working in the United States.
Byron '68 and Libby Ross Shearer '70 are appointees
to Russia under Evangelical Baptist Mission. While in
Russia, the Shearers will share God's love in a variety of
ways, including camp ministries, sports programs,
teaching English, and personal evangelism. They will
also help to train pastors. Daughters Joni (17) and Suzy
(8) will accompany their parents to Russia, while Betsy
(19) continues her studies at Cedarville College. Their
son, Andy '94, lives in El Segundo, California.
David '81 and Carol Cox Merkh '82 have completed
their second four-year term at the Word of Life Seminary
in Atibtha, Brazil. The Merkhs returned to the United
States in June 1995 for furlough. During this time, they
will rejoin the pastoral staff of Fellowship Baptist Church
in Mount-Laurel, New Jersey and visit their supporting
churches.
Becki Payton Konuch '84 and her husband, Tim,
missionaries with Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism (ABWE), left for the Philippines on
January 16, 1995 with a scheduled layover in Osaka,
Japan. After close to eight hours of flight, their pilot
announced the severe earthquake in Kobe, just outside
Osaka. The plane returned to Detroit, and their flight was
rescheduled. The Konuchs praise God they were in the
air at the time of the earthquake and not refueling on the
ground in Japan; they are also grateful for sufficient fuel
to return to the U.S. without the need of an emergency
landing.
Camille McGraw '86 first visited Spain on an MIS
puppet team in 1985. After three years of teaching
elementary school in the United States, Cami committed
her life to missions. For the past five years, she has
taught missionary children at Evangelical Christian
Academy in Madrid, Spain.
Mike Measley '92 is involved with linguistics and
translation with New Tribes Mission in Papua New
Guinea. In this land with a diversity of tribal groups, over
862 languages are spoken! Mike first visited Papua New
Guinea in the summer of 1991 with the INTERFACE
program.
Susan Longland '94 is preparing to spend two years in
Innsbruck, Austria with International Teams. Sue writes,
"Austria is a very needy country, steeped in nominal
Roman Catholicism. Evangelical Christians are seen as a
cult! Please pray for me."
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Myrtle Bickett Peterson '25N passed away
December 15, 1994. She was a resident of Xenia, Ohio.
Christine Rife Wildman '31 died April 20, 1995 at the
age of 85. She lived in South Charleston, Ohio for most
of her life and was retired from teaching in the
Southeastern Local School District.
Bob Wilson 232 passed away in March 1995. He was
living in Dayton, Ohio and was active in Heritage
Alumni activities.
Warren Talbott '48 joined his Savior April 13, 1995.
Our sympathies extend to his wife, Helen, who lives in
Jamestown, Ohio. Warren was a teacher and coach for
over 30 years in the Greeneview school system.
Steve Emmons '86 was killed in a motorcycle accident
on May 5, 1995. He was living in Union Grove,
Wisconsin.
Brion Bachman '89N went to be with His Lord on
April 14, 1995 as the result of a home accident. Brion
leaves his wife, Krista, and their two children, Jacob (4)
and Jenna (2). The family lives in Allenwood,
Pennsylvania and attends First Baptist Church of
Williamsport.
The Alumni Association is interested in YOUR news!
Send information on activities that you want to share
with fellow classmates to Cedarville College Alumni
Office, P.O. Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314. Call our
toll-free number 1-800-837-2566, or send your news by
electronic mail to "alumni@cedarnetcedarville.edu".
Then check the "Alumnotes" section in a future Inspire












October 20 and 21, 1995
REGISTRATION
All Alumni, please register in the Alumni Tent on the
Chapel Lawn. All reunion years will have a welcome table
in the Alumni Tent with information and last minute
updates.
Friday, October 20 Saturday, October 21
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 7:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday, October 20
10:00 a.m. State of the College Address
President Paul H. Dixon
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
7:00 p.m. Welcome Alumni Reception
Alumni Tent, Chapel Lawn
8:00 p.m. Prism XV Concert
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Complimentary tickets must be reserved.
Saturday, October 21
9:00 a.m. Faculty/Alumni Continental
Breakfast
Alumni Tent, Chapel Lawn
9:00 a.m. 5K Road Run
Beginning at the Athletic Center




All Alumni Chapel—President Dixon
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alumni Picnic Lunch
Alumni Tent, north side of campus
(hot dog $1.00, chips $.50,
soda $.50, coffee $.25)
1:00 p.m. Alumni Soccer Game
Soccer Field, north side of campus
2:00 p.m. Alumni Scholarship Auction
Alumni Tent, northern intramural
fields. All proceeds benefit the
Alumni Scholarship Fund.
3:00 p.m. Varsity Soccer vs. Asbury College
Soccer Field, north side of campus
7:30 p.m. Tim Kaufman '76 in Concert
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Complimentary tickets must be reserved.
REUNION
SCHEDULE
Heritage Alumni Reunion Luncheon
Friday, October 20, at 11:30 a.m.
Watch your mail for details.
BBI Reunion Banquet
Friday, October 20, at 5:30 p.m. in the President's Dining Room.
Watch your mail for details.
WSRN 5 Year Reunion
Planning is underway! Watch your mail for details, but mark your
calendars now!
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Yellow Jacket Tennis Reunion
Mark your calendar now for this event! Watch your mail for details.
1985 Nursing Class 10 Year Reunion Buffet Luncheon .
Welcome Reception, Friday, October 20, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
On Saturday, October 21, 12:00 to 2:00 p.m., a buffet luncheon will be
served in the Barrett Clinical Laboratory (ENS Center, third floor). If
you have not mailed back your questionnaire, it's not too late—send it
today! And plan to help us celebrate ten years of nursing graduates at
Cedarville College!
Class of 1960
35 Year Reunion Fellowship
A luncheon and reception at the Entners are planned! Watch your mail
for details, but mark your calendar now!
Class of 1965
30 Year Reunion Fellowship and Dinner
Planning is underway for the class of 1965 reunion! Watch your mail
for details, but mark your calendar now!
Class of 1970
25 Year Reunion Weekend
Enjoy this weekend of fun and reminiscing. Plans include breakfast at
President and Mrs. Dixon's home and a luncheon in Alford Annex,
featuring the "golden tones" of Lyle Anderson '70. Be sure to attend
and look for more details to come your way!
Class of 1975
20 Year Family Snack Hour
Saturday, October 21, at 5:00 p.m. in the Alumni Tent (northern
intramural fields). All classmates and family members are invited.
Watch for more details to be mailed.
Class of 1980
15 Year Ice Cream Social
Saturday, October 21, at 2:00 p.m. in the Alumni Tent (Chapel lawn).
Family and friends are invited to attend this ice cream party in honor
of the class of 1980. A class directory will be available to classmates.
Look for details to arrive by mail.
Class of 1985
10 Year Luncheon Reunion
Saturday, October 21, 12:30 p.m. in the Athletic Center, second floor.
The class is planning an event-filled luncheon complete with class
directory, followed by an evening Young's Run. More details to
follow.
Class of 1990
5 Year Backyard Barbecue Luncheon
Saturday, October 21, 12:30 p.m. at the Gibbs' home, featuring Ed
Spencer and Dick Walker at the grills! Your reunion committee is
planning an all-out good time with the Saturday luncheon highlighting
the activities.
